Recently, diffractive optical elements (DOE's) have attracted more attention for applications to third generation PV cells. Some DOE types can provide multiple functions such as spectrum splitting and beam concentration (SSBC) simultaneously. An off-axis diffractive lens has been designed and experimentally proved its ability to achieve the SSBC. This lens can be used to separate the solar spectrum in the Vis-NIR range into two bands with a low concentration factor, and about 70 % optical efficiency. It is expected that this kind of lens can be integrated with the lateral multijunction PV cells to build an effective compact solar system. 
Introduction
Sunlight is one of the important candidates for the renewable and environmentally friendly energy sources. Photovoltaic (PV) cells are the most famous devices that were used to convert the sunlight energy into electrical power directly. The Shockley-Read-Hall equations clarified the limitations imposed on the efficiency of the single p-n junction PV cell [1] . The solar spectrum stretches from ~350 nm to almost 2000nm. Unfortunately, the single junction PV cell is unable to convert all incident photons of the solar spectrum into charge carriers efficiently. Third generation PV cells were proposed as a solution to implement the maximum conversion efficiency, through the technique of several junctions with different band gaps that are vertically stacked [2] . Unfortunately, the implementation of vertical multijunction PV cells requires a very complex fabrication technique, that provides: the tunnel junction, the current matching and the lattice matching [3] . Lateral multijunction PV cells represent an alternative effective technique with the advantage of fabrication simplicity at low costs, where cell stacking and epitaxial technologies are no longer applied [4] . The optical devices must be used to implement the functionalities of spectrum splitting and beam concentration of the spectrum bands into the PV cells laterally arranged. These functionalities were previously achieved by using a diffraction grating, a prism, a Dichroic, and a lens or a mirror, respectively. Recently, much research was focused on the design of a single optical device that can achieve spectrum splitting and beam concentration (SSBC) simultaneously. This technique offers the possibility to reduce the optical losses produced by the effects of interference, reflection and absorption, due to the use of many optical devices. Several researches [5] [6] [7] [8] , adopted the idea of merging two optical devices such as a grating and a lens into one device, in order to implement the SSBC. Furthermore, a set of prisms [9] , a broadband diffractive-optical element (BDOE) [10] [11] [12] , and meta-surface [12] , were designed to efficiently separate and concentrate sunlight into laterally spaced spectral bands. Refractive Fresnel lenses [13, 14] , have been for a long time used commercially as concentrators for the photovoltaic systems.
In particular, an off axis diffractive lens with a subwavelength structure profile [15] , has demonstrated theoretically, its ability to perform the SSBC simultaneously. Here we explore a planar off-axis diffractive lens digitally quantized into a multilevel structure profile that can implement the spectrum splitting and beam concentration simultaneously, a function that is out of ordinary lenses functionality. Compared with existing devices, an off axis diffractive lens has three major advantages. First, it can provide both functionalities of spectrum splitting and beam concentration compared to a conventional refractive Fresnel lens utilized as a smart concentrator of the sunlight. Second, the device has planar surfaces which potentially allow a low cost production by replicating from a master pattern. Third, it can be used to build a compact efficient solar system.
Principle of the proposed (SSBC) lens
In diffractive lenses optical properties are based on geometrical optics and physical optics. It is known, that the diffractive lenses suffer from a high longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA). The LCA [16] , is defined as the difference between the focal distance for each wavelength i λ relative to the designed wavelength D λ as given by Eq. (1):
Consequently, a polychromatic light source is concentrated at several focal points for many diffraction orders depending on the design parameters of the diffractive lens. These focal points [16] , can be defined by Eq. (2):
is the harmonic degree related to a total thickness in air of the diffractive lens, which is thicker than so called modulo 2π, and m is the diffraction order. Furthermore, its broadband diffraction efficiency [17] is also strongly influenced by the selection of the design parameters, and is defined by Eq. (3):
An off-axis diffractive lens was designed in order to achieve the functionalities of the SSBC simultaneously, thanks to the properties aforementioned. The founding idea is simple, and it is based on making the center of the diffractive lens to be on its edge, together with the optimal selection of the design parameters. Thereby, sunlight vertically incident on the front of an offaxis lens, will be concentrated on the optical axis, which is perpendicular to its edge, as shown in Fig. 1 . The focal points and the diffraction efficiency for the wavelengths of the target spectrum depend on the design parameters of the diffractive lens, as illustrated by Eqs. (2) & (3). Therefore, the lens was designed with the optimal values of λ D and p to ensure that the wavelengths of the sunlight spectrum focus on a short lateral distance range, that means it produces a low LCA. Furthermore, the diffraction efficiency will be retained at the highest value in the first diffraction order by decreasing the distribution of the light power density in multi diffraction orders. Consequently, we expect that this lens can be used for separating a specific solar spectrum into two bands: band 1 which is comprised of the wavelengths between (λ b -λ s ) will be concentrated at a lateral distance of (f b -f s ). Band 2 which is comprised of the wavelengths between (λ s -λ e ) will be concentrated at a lateral distance of (f s -f e ). Therefore, two PV cells can be placed at a position of f s on either side of the optical axis of the diffractive lens, with each one being designed with optimized absorption for each separated wavelength band. Thus, these two bands will be absorbed and converted into electrical energy by these two PV cells efficiently. For such optical devices used as concentrators for solar cells, the performance is defined by three factors [17] . First, the geometric concentration factor C geo , which is defined as the ratio between the area of the collector surface A C and the area of the receiver surface A PVi (i.e. PV cell). Second, the optical efficiency factor which is defined as the ratio between the flux absorbed i PV φ by the PV cell and the flux collected C φ by the concentrator. Third, the optical concentrator factor C opt which is defined as the product of the two factors aforementioned, as shown in Eq. (4):
We propose an alternative formula of the optical concentration factor that matches the functionalities of the spectrum splitting and the beam concentration simultaneously. In this formula, the diffraction efficiency is calculated for all the wavelengths in both separated spectrum bands and by taking the average for all the wavelengths. Consequently, the final formula of the optical concentration factor for the implemented functionalities of the SSBC can be defined by Eq. (5):
The methodology to calculate the width for each PV cell was introduced in our last publication [15] .
A rigorous hybrid propagator (FDTD-ASM)
A hybrid propagator was considered for modelling the lens performance, which is based on the rigorous diffraction theory. This propagator includes a couple of rigorous electromagnetic methods, which are the finite difference time domain method (FDTD) and the Angular Spectrum Method (ASM) [15] . The Free FDTD software "Meep" developed at the "MIT" was used to simulate the propagation of light inside the depth profile of the diffractive optical element (near field). While, the ASM was used to rigorously simulate the light propagation from the front of the diffractive optical elements to the reconstruction plane. The goal of this propagator is to provide an accurate modelling of the electromagnetic field propagation and to correctly predict the coupling effect for all the field components along the boundary of the small features belonging to the lens profile. The principle of the simulation was done through two steps, as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Theoretical validation (Numerical simulation)
An off-axis diffractive lens was designed and its performance tested, by using a hybrid propagator (FDTD-ASM) for TE polarization, in order to validate its ability to implement the SSBC functionality. The design parameters were selected as follows: wavelength 0.6 µm, focal length ~15 cm, pixel size 1 µm, lens diameter 1 cm, and the device material is chosen to be photoresist (refractive index 1.64) for the purpose of the fabrication simplicity and the experimental comparison. These design parameters of an off-axis diffractive lens allow to achieve the splitting of the solar spectrum within the range of the wavelengths Vis-NIR (i.e. 400-1100 nm), into two bands (400-800) nm and (800-1100) nm with a separation distance 11.25 cm. The lens design was quantized to 8-height levels and its optical efficiency was calculated for the desired spectrum band with a 5 nm wavelength variation precision. The designed off-axis diffractive lens appears by the simulation to have the ability to separate the desired spectrum band with the geometric concentration factor 2.32 X and 2.6 X for PV 1 and PV 2 cell respectively. This value of C geo leads to classify the lens as a concentrator with a small geometric concentration factor. The lens was optically characterized by measuring the optical efficiency of the photon flux energy which will be absorbed by the PV cells at a given wavelength and at the separation distance that is d=11.25 cm away from the lens. The averaged optical efficiencies of the lens for the two separated bands are about 70 % and 51 % for PV 1 and PV 2 cell respectively. Some amount of the photon flux energy of both bands arrived at the undesired surface of the PV cells, due to the redistribution of the photon flux energy for some wavelengths in several diffraction orders. So, less than 14 % of band 1 arrived at the surface of PV 2 cell and less than 12% of band 2 arrived at the surface of PV 1 cell.
Experimental validation (Optical setup measurements)
A parallel direct laser writing grayscale lithography technique [18] was used to fabricate the prototype of a multi-level off-axis diffractive lens, by using a thin film of a positive photoresist (S1800 series). An optical micrograph image is shown in Fig. 3 for a small portion of the fabricated lens, an area of about 1x1 cm 2 with the pixel width of 1 µm as well as 8-levels structure profile. The experimental measurements performed by using a Zygo profilometer, as indicated in Fig 3 (a) , show the quantization for 8-levels thickness of the fabricated lens with 1µm pixel size and 820 nm is the maximum depth of a high profile step. However, the edges between the phase levels are not perfectly sharp, but rather smoothed. Consequently the profile will be close to a continuous-relief instead of a pure binary multilevel-relief [19] , due to an effect of "rounding " in the profile steps which produced from such as the fabrication technique.
-a--b- The optical performance experimental characterization was performed for the fabricated lens by using a particular optical setup, as shown in Fig. 4 . This optical setup is operated in the same way that was explained by Peng Wang [11] . The difference in our optical setup is that we used the Tungsten Halogen from Ocean Optics (type HL-2000) as a white light source which supplies light in the Vis-NIR range of the spectrum. Furthermore, we used the "Ocean Optics Maya pro Spectrometer" to analyze the spectrum of the diffracted light by using the ocean view software. It is important to mention that TE polarisation was used for the simulations and a linear polariser was used in the experiments as a variable attenuator to avoid photodetector saturation. With the relatively large diffractive structures studied here no significant polarisation dependence was encountered either in simulations or experiments. The spectrum splitting was clearly observed by placing a white plate at the separation distance, as well as from a map of the spatial spectral intensity distribution of the diffracted light power at respective wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 5 . Whereas, the false colour scale in Where I o and I are the total power for each wavelength over the entire lens area and the overall area of each separated band, respectively. N and N i are the integer number of a translation stage with a movement precision of 100 µm over lens and separated band area, respectively.
-a--b- The measured optical efficiency is compared to the efficiency that obtained from stimulation by using a hybrid propagator (FDTD-ASM) as reported in Fig. 6 . The general performance of the fabricated off-axis diffractive lens shows a good agreement with the design. Differences seem mainly due to DOE fabrication limitations (linewidth, etch depth precision) leading to some redistribution of spectral power between bands; for example more than expected for PV 2 beyond 900 nm but less between 800-900 nm. The spectrally averaged optical efficiency is shown in Table 1 , for two separated bands which will be absorbed by two different cells. 
Conclusions
In conclusion, the digital diffractive lens that we propose can implement the spectrum splitting of sunlight into two bands, as well as the beam concentration with low concentration factor for lateral multijunction PV cell applications. This lens can be initially fabricated from cheap material by using traditional photolithography techniques, and could be easy integrated into a compact PV cell system.
